MATERIALS Equipment
Internet-connected computer with web browser
METHOD
At any step in this protocol, support is available via the comprehensive Help documents maintained by SGD. These can be accessed via the help button at the top of each page. The drop-down Help menu at the top of the gbrowse page leads you directly to extensive help and to video tutorials created by SGD for the use of gbrowse.
The SGD is continually updated; therefore, specific items presented in this protocol may not appear on the SGD website exactly as described.
1. Open the URL, www.yeastgenome.org, in any modern web browser (e.g., Firefox, Chrome, or Safari). 2. Enter "PIG1" in the Search box and press return to go directly to the PIG1 Locus Summary page.
In the Sequence section, click on "View in: GBrowse". This opens the graphical browser page (http://browse.yeastgenome.org).
On the left side of the browser page, above the graphic is a search box labeled "Landmark or Region"; it should currently say "chrXII:689,083..691,029," which are the genomic coordinates for the PIG1 gene (Fig. 1) 3. Locate the scrolling and zooming buttons at the top of the page and navigate along the chromosome.
The ">" moves the view a little to the right and the ">>" moves the view a lot to the right. The yellow "+" zooms in and the "−" zooms out. A drop down is provided to quick zoom in or out to a specific window size for the chromosome. The flip button changes the orientation of the view.
4. There are two metered regions on the upper two chromosome tracks that are highlighted in light purple. Drag the solid purple region to scroll from side to side. Click and drag in the shaded region to define a different-sized region, or a new region. These movements only work in the metered region.
There are several hundred tracks available for display, but it is best to only show a few at a time. By default the "All Annotated Sequence Features" track will be shown; however, gbrowse remembers the last set of tracks viewed. 
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FIGURE 1. View of the genome around the PIG1 locus. This display is created by the GBrowse software and shows horizontal tracks providing chromosomal feature annotations and results of genomic experiments. The top three tracks show the experimental results for the nucleosome occupancy from Kaplan et al. (2009) . The first two tracks below the feature annotations provide nucleosome occupancy results from Lee et al. (2007) , and at the bottom tracks show ChIPchip results from Johnson et al. (2011) for Clp1, Sub2, and Yra1.
5. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click on the "Select Tracks" button. A large list of available tracks from published genomic studies will appear. 6. Click on the "All on" button next to Histone modifications, then the "Back to Browser" button located in the upper left.
You will see the results from five publications. All of these publications have multiple tracks that correspond to multiple data sets.
7. Mouse over the little buttons to the right of the star to learn about their functions for modifying a track. To move a track up or down in the view click on the publication authors name and drag the group of tracks. 8. Return to the "Select Tracks" page. Click on the "All off" button next to Histone modification. To turn on tracks from a specific study mouse over the citation and click when it turns dark. A check mark will appear to its left to indicate that track is now on. 9. Select a subset of tracks from a study by clicking on the blue text that includes "subtracks selected." 10. Click on a star to denote the track as a favorite (clicking on a star does not turn the track on). View all favorites by selecting "Show Favorites Only" at the top of the "Select Tracks" page. 11. Return to the Browser page and click on an ORF. This takes you to the Locus Summary page for that gene. 12. Click on a track. This takes you to the paper for that study.
Click on Preferences. This allows you to control the image created by gbrowse.
This can be useful for creating a screenshot for a presentation.
14. Pull down the File menu at the top of the gbrowse page, just below the horizontal SGD option bar.
The File menu is used to export the image in PNG or SVG graphic format, or as GFF (genome feature format) or FASTA (sequence) files.
